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YEAR 9 STUDIES: It all starts with Year 9
It is with great excitement that I welcome our Year 9 students to our Experiential Learning Program at Hazel Glen College.

Year 9 is universally agreed by educational researchers as a time of significant change cognitively, physically, socially and emotionally. 
It is a time that students transition from dependence to interdependence, face challenges and uncertainty beyond their own ability 
to resolve and show unbelievable growth and development in their desired areas of interest and passion. It is a time when they as 
discovering and defining their personal values and beliefs which parents and teachers may see as challenging authority, rules and 
expectations placed on them. 

Hazel Glen College recognises the importance of relationships (deeply knowing our students) in supporting them through this stage 
of their life. Having the knowledge and ability to recognise the needs and expectations of adolescence during this time is critical.

Research has shown that Year 9 students benefit from a stimulating, challenging and rewarding curriculum that caters for diversity 
in learning styles and abilities. A pedagogy that recognises and rewards student’s strengths, providing them with a supportive and 
nurturing learning environment where they can ‘take calculated risks’ knowing that guidance and support are always available. The 
ability of teachers to build trust, honesty and respect is never more important or more difficult to achieve. 

Students are provided with learning opportunities that take them beyond the school boundaries on a regular basis, relating theoretical 
learning in the classroom to its relationship within the real world in which we live. Students are given opportunities and responsibility 
as community members to interact as global citizens and make the world a better place for other less fortunate - ARK (Act of Random 
Kindness). They are treated as young adults but guided as developing teenagers in their abilities and decision making leading to 
independence.  Regular city experiences allow students to learn about the culture and history of Melbourne, undertake exploration 
and discovery and develop independence in train travel and behaving in public. Applying learning in school to the wider world outside 
of the four walls of the classroom helps students connect learning in a real sense. 

Hazel Glen College has explicitly selected a core group of staff that will work solely in the Year 9 program. The college has strategically 
designed its facilities to provide a stand alone area as the Year 9 facility to help develop connectedness to their peers, teachers and 
environment, which is support by extensive research. By providing the students with ownership over an area with their core set of 
teachers, we hope to provide the supporting foundations where strong relationships to be formed.  

Students additionally undertake an intensive Personal Development Program (PDP) focused on 4 key areas. These areas include City 
Experience/Teamwork, Personal Best, Community and Self Discovery & Pathways, each being a focus respectively each term. 

The final element to PDP is the Expedition. Experiencing the outdoors can be a powerful stimulus for learning. Outdoor adventure 
activities facilitate experiential learning through connection with the natural world, thus enabling learning in it most purist of forms, 
Visual, Auditory and Kinaesthetic.

The Expedition runs for six days in the Eildon National Park in Northern Victoria. It includes canoeing, problem solving, bush walking, 
lifelong memories and once in a lifetime opportunities. 

Further to this, students will have the opportunity to apply for an experience of a lifetime; an expedition to a remote aboriginal 
community located in Western Australia. During this expedition, students will stay at the local school and teach the local indigenous 
students while living and supporting the local community. This will be an additional cost to families who choose this option.

Anthony Stockwell - College Principal
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Our Mission Year 9 at HGC
Hazel Glen College promotes individual excellence and encourages responsible global citizenship and leadership 
across the College.  
Our  VISION is to provide an innovative, high performance learning precinct where lifelong learners and continuous 
improvement is nurtured.

 OUR MISSION 

Education
Educate students to 

respond in a caring and 
compassionate manner to 
new idea and technologies 
within a rapidly changing 

world

Learning
Encourage the 

development of motivated, 
inquiring and independent 

lifelong learners

Expectations
Ensure, as a College 
community, we are 

developing and 
implementing high quality 

teaching and learning

Wellbeing
Actively encourage student 
connectedness, resilience, 

active citizenship and 
social competencies

Leadership
Provide opportunities for 

students to develop 
leadership, decision-

making, problem solving 
and critical thinking

Community
Develop partnerships and 
community connections 

through the nurturing of a 
College community hub
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FISH PHILOSOPHY
The FISH Philosophy is the driving force behind our Year 9 staff and student culture.
The four principles of Play, Make Their Day, Be There and Choose Your Attitude is the consistent slow moving 
current that our staff and students are held accountable to in their daily symbolic actions.
Year 9 students will be exposed to a wide range of new experiences and opportunities through our rich curriculum, 
experiential learning, personal development program and community services acts. These experiences will be 
authentic in design and both challenging and rewarding in nature. 
We have seen the significant impact “FISH” has had on us collectively in Middle School. Extending on this are 
our behaviours and Acts of Random Kindness (ARK) in Year 9, recognising the efforts and behaviours of others 
around us. This will be important in our growth as global citizens. 
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HOLISTIC EDUCATION
Hazel Glen College prides itself in seeing each child as an individual, knowing their strengths and interests and 
acknowledging their personal pursuits and success. Only by making mistakes and errors do we often recognise 
our weaknesses and our need for continual development in particular areas. In Year 9, teachers recognise the 
importance of each child’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), a student’s ability to learn and achieve success 
unaided, against what is achievable with teachers’ or peers’ guidance and support. Only by having a deep 
understanding of the cognitive development of adolescence and by knowing each student explicitly we can 
identify their ZPD to cater to their individual needs accordingly.
Social and Emotional challenges develop a deeper level of complexity as adolescent growth continues, resulting 
in extreme emotional fluctuations and, at times, social isolation. The physical location of the Year 9 Learning 
Centre facilitates an environment where positive relationships can develop. The student/teacher relationships 
deepen through core teachers who teach students predominantly in essential subjects. The development of 
mutual respect and trust between a student and teacher during this developmental stage of their life often 
results in successful outcomes for any social and emotional issues. Learning to manage our emotions lies with 
our ability to communicate effectively, and develop self-regulation and self-awareness. 
Students physical development and adult bodies are starting to take shape. For many people, this is a smooth 
and natural progression, but it can also be a significant trigger point of insecurity for others. Many mental health 
issues stem from our physical appearance during adolescence. Only by having a deep understanding of these 
identity issues and their impact on our student’s wellbeing and learning can we support them.
The journey to early adulthood has never been more thrilling and challenging for today’s adolescence in the 
ever evolving world we call the 21st century. Teachers today are much more than just conduits of information 
standing at the front of the class. Expectations from home have escalated regarding what teachers are expected 
to cover and have responsibility for to be far beyond just curriculum and learning needs. 
With this understanding, Hazel Glen College Year 9 teachers accept this responsibility and will support, guide, 
nurture and educate your child’s holistic development through our Experiential Learning Program. 
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CURRICULUM

	 Core	Curriculum	&	Electives

The Year 9 curriculum is built around the core subjects of 
English, Humanities, Mathematics, Science and Health 
and Physical Education. Both literacy and numeracy 
have been given the most amount of time over each 
fortnight totalling 8 one hour sessions. Science has 
been given 6 sessions, Humanities 6 sessions and 
Physical Education 2 sessions per fortnight. Each of 
these subjects is supported by experiential learning 
experiences throughout the year. 
Students will also be given the opportunity to choose 
4 electives, 2 each semester within their overall core 
program. One elective must be chosen from the Arts/
Technology elective block and, three are to be chosen 
from the general elective block. Electives are designed 
to give students the opportunity to make calculated 
choices in areas of study and interests for future studies 
and career pathways. Providing students with a diversity 
of elective choices helps students’ engagement and 
motivation levels in Year 9 and 10.
This subject will run for 12 months. For students who 
choose to study language, they will be left with only 2 
selections remaining.

 

Pedagogy

Continuing with the Hazel Glen College teaching 
philosophy adopted in both the Junior and Middle 
School, Year 9 will continue with the same principle. 
The ability for two teachers to work collaboratively to 
support the learning needs of their students is amplified 
due to the different strengths in their teaching styles. 
This creates greater opportunities for students to learn 
more productively and seek alternative support from 
two core teachers.
Having two minds facilitate a classroom community 
allows students to connect with different personalities. 
Team teaching allows more opportunities for small group 
work and one-to-one learning, and stronger modelling 
during lessons. The planning process encourages two 
teachers to bounce ideas off each other to deliver the 
strongest, most creative lessons that cater to students’ 
needs.
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EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
Experiential Learning is about actively engaging students in new experiences that have real life consequences. 
Students investigate and make discoveries developing the knowledge themselves instead of hearing or reading 
about it from others. Through these experiences, students develop deeper understandings, skills and values. 
Through their personal reflections, they develop new abilities, attitudes, and theories to think and see the 
world in which they live differently. Experiential Learning is about promoting an environment where students 
are at the centre of all planned learning activities. It’s about providing experiences and lifelong memories that 
can be recalled explicitly when required in the future. It’s about using the world in which they live and interact 
as a classroom for deeper learning, using different environments that challenge them to think differently and  
solve real life issues and problems. It requires them to take risks and learn from their success and mistakes, 
to push their boundaries and limits in areas of interest or weakness. It’s to reflect on experiences leading to 
personal growth. In the end, this all results in the ability to use new knowledge in their pathway through their 
senior years and beyond. 

	 The	History	of	Experiential	Learning

The first Experiential Learning program was established after World War Two in 1947 by Caulfield Grammar 
in Victoria. This was based around the Outward Bound model developed by their founder, Kurt Hahn. This 
form of learning stemmed from the significant fatalities in World War Two, which Hahn believed were a result 
of an educational system that failed to provide people with the basic skills to cope when faced with real life 
challenges. His programs focus was based around outdoor adventure activities and survival skills. 
There are many diverse methodologies in teaching styles, and the debate continues as to the preferred best 
practice, Traditional V’s Progressive. Traditional methods used in many countries around the world are based 
around the “Transmission Model or Instructional Learning”, where an expert shares what they know to the 
novice learner, e.g. teacher to student. This places the teacher at the centre of all learning and not the child, a 
theory that Jean Piaget, clinical psychologist known for his pioneering work in child development challenged 
from the late 20th century. Piaget believed that learning happened through new experiences, thoughts and 
reflection. This resulted in a new student centred learning methodology. Plato (Greek Philosopher, Born 428-
427 BC) stated, “experience is the primary instrument of education”. 
John Dewey was an American philosopher, psychologist and educational reformer from the late 18th-19th 
century. His view on education has influenced many of today’s educational philosophies to teaching. His legacy 
on education is viewed as one of the most influential still practised today in the 21st century. His model of 
“Progressive Education” or put simply “learning by doing”. Dewey believed that learning happens through a 
hands on approach. Pragmatism is a belief that reality must be experienced and from Dewey’s perspective this 
meant that students must interact with their environments in order to adapt and learn. In today’s language,  
this translates to Experiential Learning!
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LEARNING AT HGC 

	 Blending	traditional	and	real	life	learning

Year 9 combines both a blend of traditional teaching 
methods supported by real life learning experiences. 
Our focus is to synergise students’ theoretical learning 
in the classroom with practical learning experiences 
outside the College in the real world. The cognitive 
development of the brain recognises a deeper level of 
learning and understanding when students are actively 
involved and motivated in their learning experience.   
The organisational structure behind our Year 9 
Experiential Learning Model has a Head of Year 9 
leading the overall program supported by two Year 
Level Leaders.
Year 9 students will have one day a week dedicated to 
Experiential Learning. The Experiential Learning days 
run on Wednesdays and Fridays.
Students will be required to meet at a designated spot 
in the city before heading off for the day’s planned 
activity. Students will be taught to travel safely and  
will be supported by teachers during this process. The 
days are planned around linking what students have 
learnt in class to the world in which they live. This could 
involve historical facts, interviews, research tasks, 
investigation, surveying, tours, specimen gathering, 
problem solving, experimenting, communicating, 
listening and reflecting.

Students are given opportunities and responsibility as 
community members to interact as global citizens and 
make the world a better place for others less fortunate 
through ARK (Act of Random Kindness). They are treated 
as young adults but guided as developing teenagers 
in their abilities and the decision making that leads to 
independence.  
Students additionally undertake an intensive Personal 
Development Program focused on 4 key areas. These 
areas include City Experience/Teamwork, Personal 
Best, Community and Self Discovery & Pathways, each 
being a focus respectively each term. 
The final element of this program is the Expedition. 
Experiencing the outdoors can be a powerful stimulus 
for learning. Outdoor adventure activities facilitate 
experiential learning through connection with the 
natural world, thus enabling learning in it most purist 
of forms, Visual, Auditory and Kinaesthetic.
The Expedition runs for six days in the Eildon  National 
Park in Northern Victoria. It includes canoeing, problem 
solving, bushwalking, lifelong memories and once in a 
lifetime opportunities.
Students will have the opportunity to apply for an 
additional experience involving a trip to the Kimberly 
Region Western Australia, where they will work in 
a remote aboriginal community teaching the local 
indigenous students while living and supporting the 
local community. 
This will be an additional cost to families who choose 
this option.
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CORE SUBJECTS: Overview
Year 9 students are exposed to a combination of core subjects and electives. Blending traditional teaching 
practices and pedagogies supported by experiential learning experiences, students are able to consolidate their 
learning in fundamental areas and explore new areas of study. This handbook informs students of the core and 
elective subject outlines to assist them in making clear, informed decisions about the subjects they would like to 
study.

 Year 9 Core Subjects   All students study the following core subjects for 12 months:

All students will be studying the 
core units based around numeracy 
and literacy. These core units allow 
the students to build their skills in 
preparation for their future.

English
8 lessons per fortnight

Humanities
6 lessons per fortnight

Health & P.E.
4 lessons per fortnight

Mathematics
8 lessons per fortnight

Science
6 lessons per fortnight

Experiential
10 lessons per fortnight
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CORE SUBJECT: English
Each semester students will be required to complete a number of activities towards achieving 
the Victorian Curriculum Level 9.  In English, there are 3 strands; Speaking and Listening, Reading 
and Viewing and Writing. 

Speaking & Listening

Students will participate in a 
variety of oral activities which will 
enable them to develop their skills 
in listening critically and speaking 
effectively for a wide range of 
purposes and audiences.

Reading & Viewing

Students will read and view a wide 
range of texts which examine 
different perspectives on complex 
themes and issues in order to 
develop more critical and analytical 
ways of reading and responding to 
texts.

Writing

Students will develop a range 
of written skills to enable them 
to write creatively, critically and 
informatively in an increasingly 
complex way for different purposes 
and audiences.

 Victorian Curriculum

At the end of each semester, students will also be 
placed on their level of achievement in the Victorian 
Curriculum strands: Speaking and Listening, Reading 
and Viewing and Writing.  This level will be based on a 
balanced judgement of several pieces of work. 

 Course Outline

Throughout the year, students analyse the construction 
of arguments across a range of media before presenting 
their own point of view on a contemporary social issue. 
Students select texts from a broad range of suggestions 
and participate in a self directed study supported by 
the classroom teacher. 

Key Assessments: 
Across the year, students work collaboratively with 
their teacher to co-construct assessments, connecting 
their personal interest with the scope of response 
types required in senior English, including creative and 
analytical writing. 
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CORE SUBJECT: Mathematics
Learning Mathematics creates opportunity and enrichment for all members of our society. It encourages students 
to be confident, creative users and communicators of Mathematics, able to investigate, represent and interpret 
situations in their personal and work lives and as active citizens. It also encourages them to recognise connections 
between the areas of Mathematics and other disciplines and to appreciate Mathematics as an accessible and 
enjoyable discipline to study.
The Mathematics curriculum is organised around the interaction of four proficiency strands and three content 
strands. 
The proficiency strands: Understanding, Fluency, Problem Solving and Reasoning are an integral part of 
mathematics content across the three content strands: Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, and 
Statistics and Probability. The proficiencies reinforce the significance of working mathematically within the content 
and describe how the content is explored or developed. They provide the language to build in the developmental 
aspects of the learning of mathematics. 

 Victorian Curriculum

Understanding includes describing the relationship between graphs and equations, simplifying a range of algebraic 
expressions, explaining the use of relative frequencies to estimate probabilities, and the use of the trigonometric 
ratios for right-angle triangles. 
Fluency includes applying the index laws to expressions with integer indices, expressing numbers in scientific 
notation, listing outcomes for experiments and developing familiarity with calculations involving the Cartesian 
plane and calculating areas of shapes and surface areas of prisms. 
Problem Solving includes formulating, and modelling practical situations involving surface areas and volumes of 
right prisms, applying ratio and scale factors to similar figures, solving problems involving right-angle trigonometry, 
and collecting data from secondary sources to investigate an issue. 

 Assessment

Students’ knowledge of facts, skills and concepts will be assessed through topic tests, projects, research 
applications and mid-year and end-of-year examinations.
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CORE SUBJECT: Humanities
Each semester students will be required to complete a number of activities to meet the Victorian 
Curriculum Year 9 standards. The study of Humanities at Year 9 will consist of three subject areas: History, 
Geography and Civics & Citizenship.

 Assessment

Document Analysis Task, Research Assignment, Unit Tests, Exam 

Geography

Students investigate the changes 
in the characteristics of places and 
environments and the implications 
of these changes on people in 
Australia and around the world. 
They analyse the diversity of ways 
people have altered biomes to 
produce food, materials and fibres, 
and the environmental effects of 
these changes. They investigate 
the challenges to producing 
enough food for a growing world 
population and how food security 
can be achieved in the future. 
Students understand the ways that 
people and places are connected, 
whether through transportation, 
goods and services or information 
and communication  technologies.

Civics	&	Citizenship

In Civics and Citizenship, students 
will learn how governments are 
formed and the process through 
which government policy is shaped 
and developed. They will analyse 
how citizens political choices are 
shaped and the influence of the 
media. They will also explore the 
key principles of Australia’s system 
of justice and analyse the role of 
Australia’s court system. Students 
evaluate a range of factors that 
sustain democratic societies 
and analyse ways they can be 
active and informed citizens in 
different contexts, taking into 
account multiple perspectives and 
ambiguities.

History
Students will learn about the 
making of our modern world from 
1750 to 1918, beginning with the 
Industrial Revolution. They will 
investigate the rapid change in the 
ways people in Australia and from 
around the world lived, worked 
and thought during this time. The 
unit will culminate with the study 
of World War I 1914-1918, the 
“war to end all wars”. Students 
will investigate how the nature 
of global conflict changed during 
the twentieth century and look 
at the short term, and long term 
causes for the outbreak of war in 
1914. The students will examine 
Australia’s involvement in the 
war and the reasons young men 
enlisted to join the war effort. 
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CORE SUBJECT: Science
The Year 9 Science course is designed to develop the capacity of students in the two strands of the 
Victorian Science Curriculum; Science Inquiry Skills and Science Understanding.  
Throughout the year, students will develop their understanding of the experimental method and their skills in data 
analysis, evaluation of evidence, and the scientific process. They will investigate the roles of body systems and 
how they work together to maintain homeostasis. The role of the nervous and endocrine systems in coordinating 
this process will be explored as a particular focus. Students will learn about the subatomic structure of atoms 
and how elements are organised in the Periodic Table. Students will study the atom as the basic unit of matter 
and learn about ions, isotopes and nuclear decay and will consider the problems and benefits of different types 
of nuclear radiation. Students will learn that atoms rearrange during chemical reactions and construct balanced 
chemical equations for simple reactions like combustion. Students will be introduced to the concept of energy 
and begin to develop a more sophisticated view of energy transfer through the study of heat, electricity, waves 
and light. The development of new ideas and technologies by humans and the impact of such technologies on 
the way we live, work and interact will also be considered.   

 Assessment

Each semester students will undertake a number of different assessment tasks to enable their level of progress 
in each strand of the Victorian Science Curriculum to be determined.  Assessment tasks will include topic tests, 
practical investigations and research reports. While most assessment tasks will be completed individually, students 
will also be given the opportunity to work collaboratively on a group task. 
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CORE SUBJECT: Health	&	Physical	Education

In Health and Physical Education, students develop the skills, knowledge, and understanding to strengthen 
their sense of self and build and manage satisfying, respectful relationships. They learn to build on personal and 
community strengths and assets to enhance safety and wellbeing. They critique and challenge assumptions and 
stereotypes. Students learn to navigate a range of health-related sources, services and organisations.
At the core of Health and Physical Education is the acquisition of movement skills and concepts to enable students 
to participate in a range of physical activities – confidently, competently and creatively. As a foundation for lifelong 
physical activity participation and enhanced performance, students acquire an understanding of how the body 
moves and develop positive attitudes towards physical activity participation. They develop an appreciation of 
the significance of physical activity, outdoor recreation and sport in Australian society and globally. Movement 
is a powerful medium for learning, through which students can practise and refine personal, behavioural, social 
and cognitive skills.
Health and Physical Education provides students with an experiential curriculum that is contemporary, relevant, 
challenging and physically active.

Physical	Education
Activities cover all major elements of physical 
development, such as fine/gross motor coordination 
and eye/hand coordination. Social elements such as 
teamwork, participation and self-esteem are also 
emphasised. A typical module consists of introductory 
skill drills and activities, modified games, tactical 
analysis, team play and competitive situations.
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Health
Aims to promote students’ understanding of their 
personal health and their ability to relate to others 
in order to develop self-esteem and effective 
communication and decision-making skills. Emphasis 
is placed on making informed choices with regards to 
relationships, sexuality and personal safety, drugs and 
harm minimisation.

Physical	Education				
Areas of Study   

> Skill refinement 
> Team sports 
> Coaching 
> Game sense 

Health    
Areas of Study   

> Drugs in society - illegal drugs 
commonly used by young people. 
> Developing good decision-making 
skills through harm-minimisation.
> Sexuality - Decision-making, STIs, 
contraception, reproduction.

     
Assessment   

> Self - Assessment 
 (skill analysis)
> Physical skill 
 acquisition 
> Team work 
> Research project

     
Assessment   

> Self - Assessment 
 (skill analysis)
> Physical skill 
 acquisition 
> Team work 
> Research project



CORE SUBJECT: Experiential	Learning
Experiential Learning, as its name suggests, defines learning through experience and, put simply, 
explores learning as a process of experiencing, reflecting, making meaning of, and applying. Experiential Learning 
allows students to engage with ‘real world’ challenges by using the process of positive risk-taking in a supported 
environment. Experiential Learning allows students to step beyond their comfort levels in many aspects of their 
personal, social and emotional lives, significantly aids the development of many essential life skills: building 
resilience, critical and ethical thinking, positive relationships, identity and emotional intelligence. 
With our rapidly changing modern world, teenagers today face many new and growing challenges. Using current 
research in teenage development and recognising many of the challenges faced in modern times, experiential 
learning delivers a platform for engaging teenagers during some of their most volatile developmental years whilst 
also supporting their evolution of essential life skills.
Hazel Glen College recognises the many challenges faced by teenagers today and aims to build its experiential 
learning program around core capabilities as defined by the Victorian Curriculum, including:

> Critical and Creative Thinking
> Ethical Capability
> Intercultural Capability and
> Personal and Social Capability

e
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CORE SUBJECT: Experiential	Learning e

	 Dedicated	Weekly	Experiential	Learning	Day

To accommodate and support the development of these capabilities, Hazel Glen College’s Year 9 program offers 
every student an opportunity to engage in a dedicated Experiential Learning day each week. Activities on 
Experiential Learning days change weekly and can include:

> Integrated learning tasks to support core classes in English, Maths, Science and Humanities.
> Presentation of specialty topics and workshops on ethics, personal projects, team building and health education
> Guest speakers and presenters
> Specialty incursions
> Sports programs
> Support of each term’s theme-based learning
> Careers education
> Creative and performing arts
> Collaborative learning and 
> Preparation for and participation in Hazel Glen College’s City Experience Program
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YEAR 9 ELECTIVES: Overview
As part of the Senior School Curriculum Program, we are proud to offer an extensive range of electives catered 
to the diverse interests of our students. 
In Year 9, students are encouraged to choose electives according to their hobbies and passions, and in Year 10 
students are encouraged to select electives based on their career aspirations.
Elective synopses are documented below to give students and parents a brief outline of the courses on offer to 
help with their selections.

‘‘The seeker embarks on a journey to find what he wants and 
discovers, along the way, what he needs’

Wally Lamb - Author
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We are extremely excited to be offering our Senior School an amazing elective selection. Heads of Domain 
have worked with their staff to put forward a diversity of electives that all students can connect with. Elective 
synopses are documented below to give students and parents a brief outline of the courses on offer to help with 
their selections. 
To give students and parents an opportunity to find out more information about the electives on offer, we have 
created a subject selection website with videos that will provide further information on subjects. Students have 
been working on career based activities in PEP to develop their understanding of possible subjects and pathways 
available . 
Students will be asked to choose four electives and four reserves. We will endeavour to give all students their 
first preferences, but this may not be achievable in all cases. If students are unable to be given their first or 
emergency preferences, student will be assisted in selecting from the remaining electives available. 

ELECTIVES IN BRIEF



Aboriginal Studies - Period 6 - Monday - 3:15-4:00 - $70 (Semester 2).
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Art :Creative Practice

3D Art

Dance

Drama

Design & Technology

eSports

Fashion Textiles

IT Computing

Media

Music

Photography

Printmaking

Savoury Temptations

Sound Production 

Sweet Treat Sensations

Systems Engineering

Visual Art

Visual Communication 
Design

Animals are Awesome
Chemistry in the 

Marketplace
Court Sport Specialist-

Basketball*
Court Sport Specialist-

Netball*
Criminology

CSI HGC
Design & Technology

eSports
Fashion Textiles

Film vs Book- who did it 
better?

HGC Elite*

History Mysteries
Inside Health

Italian Semester 1: Buon 
Viaggio!

Italian Semester 2: Holy 
Cannoli!

Journalism
Let’s Get Psyched!

Mandarin
Media Studies

Music
Mythology

Personal Training*
Photography 

Podcast Pro
Printmaking 

Savoury Temptations
Smellbourne: The Dark 

Side of our City
Sound Production

*Sport Science 
Sweet Treat Sensations

Team Sports*
This Girl Can*

Underwater World 
Visual Art

Visual Communication 
and Design



     

Arts/Technology	Electives	-	Choose	One
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NAME OF COURSE COST NAME OF COURSE COST

Art: Creative Practice $60 Music $35

3D Art $60 Photography $50

Design and Technology $100 Printmaking $55

Dance $10 Savoury Temptations $100

Drama $15 Sound Production $25

eSports $100 Sweet Treat Sensations $120

Fashion Textiles $70 Systems Engineering $80

IT Computing $90 Visual Communication Design $60

Media $60 Visual Art $70

ELECTIVES: 



     

ELECTIVES: 

General	Electives	-	Choose	Three
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NAME OF COURSE COST NAME OF COURSE COST

Animals are Awesome $20 Media Studies $60

Chemistry in the Marketplace $20 Mandarin $70

Court Sport Specialist-Basketball $20 Music $35

Court Sport Specialist-Netball $20 Mythology $10

Criminology $10 Personal Training $30

CSI HGC $20 Photography $70

Design & Technology $100 Podcast Pro $10

eSports $100 Printmaking $55

Fashion Textiles $70 Savoury Temptations $100

Film vs. Book-who did it better? $30 Smellbourne: The Dark Side of our City $30

HGC Elite $30 Sound Production $25

History Mysteries $10 Sport Science $20

Inside Health $20 Systems Engineering $80

Italian Semester 1: Buon Viaggio! $10 Sweet Treat Sensations $120

Italian Semester 2: Holy Cannoli! $10 This Girl Can $50

IT Computing $50 Underwater World $10

Journalism $10 Visual Communication Design $35

Let’s get Psyched! $10 Visual Art $70



     

THE ARTS/TECHNOLOGY

Art and Technology is an important part of our curriculum. 
Every student must study one Arts/Technology elective in Year 9. 
There is an amazing range of exciting opportunities for our students to discover.
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Art:	Creative	Practice
In Art: Creative Practice students have the opportunity to develop their understanding of how artists 
work. Students develop their own projects, using a creative process to progress their own ideas and 
concepts while taking inspiration from traditional and current artforms. 
Students research artists, analyse artworks, develop concepts and experiment with materials, using this 
knowledge to inform their own art making. Students resolve their creative process to create final artworks, 
using materials of their own choice, that communicate their own ideas and meaning.

Costs

$60

Booklist Items
A3 Visual  Diar y,  black f inel iner,  set  of 

greylead penci ls ,  set  of  coloured penci ls , 
ar t  smock/apron.
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Visual Art
In this elective subject, students will build on their current understanding and begin to experience a new way 
of creating art. They will generate new thoughts and ideas and visually work through new art processes and 
techniques. Students will be introduced to both modern and traditional artists and art movements through personal 
and class investigation and analysis. Students will be encouraged to research artists and artworks as an influence 
to their personal practice. Students will be taught alternative ways of image making through drawing, painting and 
printmaking. Through problem solving and personal investigation, students may choose to use both traditional 
and contemporary methods, 
including painting and drawing, 
mixed media, collage and lino 
printing. 
Students are expected to 
continuously develop a 
folio of substantial research, 
documentation, evidence of idea 
refinement, material trialling and 
evaluation.

Key Assessments

>  Visual  Diar y

>  Final  Artworks

>  Art Analysis

Costs
Art Resources

$70
Students  wi l l  be  required to bring their 
iPads and Visual  Diar y to  each lesson.

Booklist Items
Set  of  greylead penci ls ,  2  x  black 

f inel iners ,  selection of  good qual ity 
brushes ,

A4 sketchbook,  ar t  apron/smock.
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3D Art
In this course, students will continue on from their previous understanding of 3D Art. They will have the opportunity 
to build sculptures using a number of different mediums throughout the semester. Students will initially explore 
3 dimensional Art through ceramics. Following the design process of idea generation, research and final work, 
students will investigate different techniques to create functional items and non-functional sculptures. Glaze 
technology and surface decoration will be explored as an essential part of each project. Within this elective, 
students will also explore a variety of ways in which to create sculptures through the use of other materials such 
as wire, papier mache and found objects. Students will be given the opportunity to discover, develop and apply 
new sculptural techniques to their individual projects. Students are expected to continuously develop a folio of 
research, documentation, evidence of idea refinement, material trialling and evaluation.

Key Assessments

>  Visual  Diar y

>  Final  Artwork

>  Art Analysis

Costs
$60

Students  wi l l  be  required to bring their 

iPads and Visual  Diar y to  each lesson. 

Booklist Items
A4 Visual  Diar y,  greylead penci ls ,  b lack 
f inel iner,  coloured penci ls ,  dust  mask, 

ar t  apron/smock.
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Dance

In Year 9 Dance, students learn how to develop their own 
choreography, learn choreography taught by others, and develop 
performance and analysis skills. Students are taught choreography 
work, innovate their own choreography and practice performance 
skills. They participate in technical training focusing on muscle 
memory, flexibility, balance, alignment, coordination, safe dance 
practice and expressive skills. Students explore what it means 
to be a healthy dancer through physical, social and emotional 
health, with practical and theory work completed around the 
topics of body image, anatomy, nutrition and self-care. Students 
conduct research, analyse dance performance of self and others, 
and reflect on the development of traditional and contemporary 
dance styles and how choreographers can be identified through 
the style of their choreography.

Key Assessments
> Practical  Performance 

-solo, 	duo	or	group	

performance

> Choreographed dance 

piece

> Dance analysis

Costs

$10

Booklist  Items
96 Page A4 lined book

Blank Scrapbook
(for planning choreography)
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Design and Technology
This course provides the opportunity for students to continue working with creative technologies to further 
develop their interests in designing, prototyping, building, and evaluating products. The course focuses on 
design thinking, allowing students to develop their research, problem solving, project-management, planning 
and fabrication skills. Students will be provided with the opportunity to develop and understand design briefs, 
learn the correct selection of material and to practically apply procedures. The students utilise hand tools and 
machinery and electronic components to complete their projects. 

Key Assessments

> Design Brief

> Research tasks

> Construction ski l ls

> Evaluation	of 	product

Costs

$10 0 

Costs  may var y depending on 
designs students  create

Booklist Items
A4 Visual  Diar y
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Drama
In Year 9 Drama students learn to plan and design, refine, direct and perform short plays and script excerpts. 
They work to develop and sustain roles and characters in scripted drama from different cultures, times and 
places to engage their audiences. The course also encompasses a brief study of the aspects of stagecraft 
and how its elements enhance the overall dramatic experience. In conjunction with practical work, students 
analyse and practise the planning and devising of performance reviews. This knowledge can then be applied 
to improve students’ personal Drama performance work. Students undertake a short study of dramatic forms 
and performance styles and complete their Drama studies with the rehearsal and performance of a melodrama. 
Written responses on planning and performances, requiring critical thinking is required in a Drama Journal, as 
a personal reflection of set tasks.

Key Assessments

> Play writing Austral ian 
Drama

> Review	of	a 	Performance

> Melodrama – Time 
Running Out

Costs

$15 

Booklist Items
64 page binder  book 

A4 folder  with plastic  pocket
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Fashion	Textiles

This course is for those interested in Fashion and Design. It enables students 
to focus on Textiles as a specialist area of Design and Technology. 
Students will be introduced to the fundamentals of sewing and garment 
construction while putting their skills to practice whilst creating their own 
designs. 
Students will explore fashion illustration in order to externalise their 
ideas and they will work to compile a design folio that will showcase their 
research, sketched designs and sewing samples. Students will work through 
the semester building up their practical sewing skills through sampling 
different techniques, which will be used to create number of final garments/
accessories. They will look at different fabrics and their properties in order 
to evaluate their suitability and function when constructed into a product. 

Key Assessments
> Samples Task

> Pencil  case and Texti le 

design

> PJ shorts  and design 

portfol io

Costs

$70

Booklist  Items
A4 Visual Diary, Fineliners, 

Grey leads, Coloured pencils
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IT	Computing

In this elective, students will be exposed to range of 
uses and types of digital technologies. 
This subject explores how digital technologies work and 
how to write programs to solve problems. This elective 
subject introduces students to programming, allowing 
students to design and create their own software 
solution. 
You will explore how digital devices work, how they 
communicate with each other, and how to program digital solutions to problems.

Key Assessments
> Programming games / 

devices

> Designing	and	developing	
a software solution

Costs

$50

Booklist  Items
USB Drive
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Media
This subject is a lead up subject to Year 10 Media and VCE Media Units 1 and 2. Students will extend their 
understanding of the visual elements of photography and the rule of thirds in order to plan, produce and exhibit 
a photography portfolio. Students will learn the basics of operating a D-SLR camera, as well as editing tutorials 
in Adobe Photoshop to create a film poster campaign in a particular genre style. 
They will analyse the way in which audiences read and create meaning through codes and conventions in media 
artworks, such as film and television. This culminates in students working in production groups to create a 
sequence based on a particular genre, such as action or horror. This will give the students a solid foundation of 
understanding local, global and culturally agreed ways of creating meaning, which they will continue to grow in 
future years of studying Media.

Key Assessments

>  Visual  Diar y

> Media Theor y Assignment

> Film making study

> Short  f i lm project

> Film poster

Costs

$60

Booklist  Items
32GB SD Memor y Card
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Music
Year 9 Music is offered as a semester based subject. Students will rehearse and perform both as soloists and 
in an ensemble on an instrument of their choice. 
Further skills in Music performance and literacy will be developed through studies in theoretical, aural and 
music appreciation, eoncompassing a wide range of music styles. Students examine a variety of different music 
genres and then use computers to arrange and generate their own compositions. 
This course is specifically designed to extend students’ music skills and prepare them for studying Music at a 
more senior level. Students in Year 9 Music should be taking vocal and/or instrumental lessons.

Key Assessments

  Key Assessments Assessment 
of	Music	 is 	divided	 into	three	
key areas: 

> Solo Performance

> Ensemble Performance

> Music	Literacy, 	Aural	
Awereness, 	 Improvisation,	
Arranging and Analysis

Costs
Weekly Instrumental  or  Vocal 
lessons	–	as	privately	arranged

$35
(Cost of  Textbook ‘Don’t  Fret ’ ) 

Booklist  Items
2x Greylead pencils  (HB)

Eraser and sharpener
96 page Music Exercise Book
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Photography
This course introduces students to beginner photographic skills using 
digital cameras and editing processes. 
Students use practical hands on exercises to explore, experiment, 
create, analyse and critique photographic artworks. They learn basic 
camera function, composition, digital techniques and processes. 
Students research, discuss and compare both contemporary and 
historical photographers. Students demonstrate their understanding 
through a written response and through exploring and experimenting 
with a variety of materials and techniques to produce an annotated 
folio of works with professionally presented photographic prints.

Key Assessments

>  Visual  Diar y

> Final  Artworks 

> Analysis

Costs
$50

Includes printing on photo qual ity 

paper,  mounting and props. 

Booklist Items
SD card (min 16GB)
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Printmaking
In this course, students will build on their previous experience of printing through the ongoing development of 
and introduction to new techniques and processes. They will be introduced to Collagraphs, Lino Printing, Mono 
Printing and Dry Point Etching. Through using these processes they will develop an understanding of how these 
techniques suit different styles and responses whilst using the design process. Students will be taught alternative 
ways to produce artworks through printmaking and mixed media with possible combinations of drawing, painting 
and collage. Through problem solving and personal investigation, students may choose to use both traditional 
and combined methods. They will also be introduced to both modern and traditional artists and art movements 
through personal and class investigation and analysis and will be encouraged to research artists and artworks as 
an influence to their own personal practice Students are expected to continuously develop a folio of research, 
documentation, evidence of idea refinement, material trialing and evaluation.

Costs
$55

Booklist  Items
A4 Visual  Diar y,  black f ineliner,  set 
of  greylead pencils ,  set  of  coloured 

pencils ,  box of disposable gloves, 
ar t  smock/apron.
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Savoury	Temptations

In this elective, students develop their 
knowledge of food and food preparation 
through participation in weekly practical 
tasks. Students learn how to handle and 
store food safely, select and use a variety of 
utensils and equipment and apply a range of 
cooking methods to produce both hot and 
cold savoury dishes. Students explore the 
factors that influence our food choices in 
Australia and consider how these impact on 
public health. Students work collaboratively 
to design and produce their own healthy 
meal in response to a design brief, taking into 
consideration the constraints of time, cost 
and risk. At the end of the semester, students 
walk away with a collection of recipes suitable 
for cooking at home and skills that will benefit 
them in their adult lives.

Costs includes all food and materials required 
for the subject. Please note students are 
required to wear black leather shoes for entry 
into the kitchen. 

Key Assessments
> Research Task:  Dietar y 

Related I l lnesses

> Design	Task: 	6-Ingredient	

Meal Challenge

> Practical  Ski l ls  Test

Costs

$10 0

Booklist  Items
96 page A4 l ined book
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Sound	Production
Have you ever wondered how a piece of music is recorded? 
How about the sounds in cartoons and video games? 
Perhaps you like creating and manipulating sound and music 
with technology.
If this sounds interesting then Sound Production is the course 
for you.
In Sound Production, you will have the chance to use 
microphones, instruments, audio mixing consoles, field 
recorders, professional grade software and more. You will 
gain a fundamental understanding of how sound works as 
well as an introduction to basic electronics. The course will 
revolve around the recording and creating of sound, which 
will be used in various mixing projects.
You will work in both live sound and recorded sound. These 
will cover music, film and television, and video games. Sound 
Production will explore a range of techniques used by Audio 
Engineers within the production industry.

Key Assessments

> Record ADR and Foley 
for  a  short  f i lm 

> Design audio solutions to 
a brief

> Original  recording/mix 
project

Costs

$25

Booklist  Items
USB3 Flash Drive
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Systems Engineering
In this elective, students will explore the principles of mechanical 
engineering, in particular pulleys, levers and gears, and how these 
can be used to make lifting and moving objects easier. 
With a variety of theory and practical activities, students will use 
this knowldge, as well as the Systems Engineering process, to create 
a mechanical system that will perform one of several tasks they 
can choose from, from inception, through to prototyping, design, 
construction and testing. 
They will also explore foundation 3D printing skills, becoming 
familiar with CAD programs such as OnShape and TinkerCAD. 

Key Assessments

>  Planning and building a 
catapault .

>  3D designing a castle. 
Knowledge Assessment .

Costs

$80
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Sweet	Treat	Sensations

In this elective subject, students will 
continue to develop their knowledge 
and understanding of food properties, 
processing and preparation . Students will 
develop and build on food specific skills 
which can then be applied by producing 
a variety of sweets, cakes and slices. The 
unit also addresses the importance of 
hygiene and safe working practices in the 
production of food. 
Students develop practical skills in 
preparing and presenting a variety of 
food that will enable them to select and 
use appropriate ingredients, methods and 
equipment. Students will be able to design, produce and evaluate food products that form part of a broad range 
of skills that are transferrable to other study, work and life contexts that students may encounter.

Key Assessments
> Food Safety Risks 

Research Task

> Pancake Stack Design

> Fruit  Crumble Design and 

Styl ing

Costs

$120
Booklist  Items

A4 2 Ring Binder50 sheets 
loose leaf  paper and 10 plastic 

pockets.
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Visual	Communication	Design
The Year 9 Visual Communication Design course focuses on developing 
students’ skills in the application of the design process and various drawing 
methods and media, to produce communication and environmental designs. 
The practical work is based on interior design, logo design and illustration 
where students record the development of their ideas in a visual diary to 
support their final presentations. Through annotations and analysis students 
demonstrate their understanding of the design elements and principles, and 
the effectiveness of visual communications and how to apply them to their 
own designs.

Key Assessments

> Visual  Diar y

> Final  Designs

> Technical  Drawing

> Research Task

Costs
$60

Booklist  Items 
A3 Visual  Diar y,  Grey lead penci ls 
(HB,  2B)  Optional  HB mechanical 
technical  drawing penci l ,  pack of 

f inel iners  (0.4mm, 0.6mm)
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GENERAL ELECTIVES

There are a wide variety of subjects for students to choose outside of the Arts 
and Technology. This allows our students to expand their possibilities.
Students select two General Electives in Year 9.
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Animals are Awesome
This elective subject is designed for those students interested in our relationship with and management of 
animals in a rapidly changing world. Animal research and production is booming. This course will bring you to the 
forefront of these rapidly developing fields. 
The program will focus on the welfare, behaviour and biology of animals, including farm animals, wildlife and zoo 
animals. We begin by investigating the physiology (form and function), behaviour, reproduction and nutrition of a 
range of vertebrates and invertebrates. We will explore animal ethics and the ways animals are used for scientific 
research and in industry. 
The unit concludes by researching human impacts on animal biodiversity including a study of invasive species, 
captive breeding programs and the management and conservation of wildlife, or management of feral animals. 
Animals are awesome is also expected to include weekly laboratory time, an excursion and will enable students 
to develop their collaborative skills in groups tasks and independent research and critical thinking skills.

Key Assessments

> Vertebrate	vs	
invertebrate	animal	
research poster 

> Chick	behaviour	
investigation

> Human impacts on 
animals

Costs

$20
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Chemistry in the Market Place
This elective subject explores the hidden world of chemistry 
that surrounds us in our daily life, some of these inculde: 
in the bedroom (perfumes, deodorants and sunscreens), 
the kitchen (nutrition, food preparation and commercial 
processing) and the restaurant (wine, food additives and 
poisons). 
It leads you into the garden where a consumer’s safety 
guide is essential, through the chemistry of soils, weeds 
and pesticides. It explores your car (petrol, batteries and 
solar energy), your home safety (toxicity and flammability), 
your shopping basket (plastics, glass and metals) and the 
environment (the ozone layer and greenhouse effect).
 Through weekly, hands on practical investigations students 
will make careful observations and analyse their findings 
scientifically. Students will also develop their research and 
presentation skills. They will learn to collaboratively plan 
and test products they create using the scientific research method. Some examples of the tasks students will 
investigate are: Create a signature coloured lipstick to give someone special, have fresh breath by making natural 
toothpaste, make and shack ice-cream in a plastic bag, bath salts or soap. 

Key Assessments

> Develop	and	conduct	an	
experiment

> Produce	a	poster,	
Conduct an experiment

> Write	a	report , 	 research	
assignment

Costs

$20
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Court	Sport	Specialists-	Basketball

By choosing Basketball as your court sports you are passionate about pursuing your basketball. In this class, you 
will have the opportunity to learn the skills and knowledge that will allow you to develop your basketball to the 
next level. The emphasis in this unit will be on fun and participation, while also developing competitiveness. In 
this class you well be exposed to video analysis and how that assists not only on team review and performance 
but also in individual review and performance. In this unit you will see the pathways of Australian Basketball, 
from grass roots to professional leagues as well as having an International theme. This course will give you a 
great understanding of a World sport. 

Costs

$20
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> Peer Teaching
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Court	Sport	Specialists-	Netball

By choosing Netball as your court sports you are passionate about pursuing your Netball. In this class, you will 
have the opportunity to learn the skills and knowledge that will allow you to develop your Netball to the next 
level. The emphasis in this unit will be on fun and participation, while also developing competitiveness. In this 
class you will be exposed to video analysis and how that assists not only on team review and performance but 
also in individual review and performance. In this unit you will be exposed to the pathways and opportunities 
there are in the sport. You will see how Netball caters for all abilities and the pathway from Juniors to Seniors 
evolves.

Costs

$20
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Criminology
In this course, students will develop an understanding of the 
nature of crime in Australia and the different approaches 
to understanding criminal behaviour. How understanding 
what makes someone a criminal and criminal profiling can 
help predict and prevent crime. The elective subject seeks 
to ground students with an understanding of the causes 
of crime, the major methods for measuring crime, crime 
prevention and the possibilities for rehabilitation. Topics 
would cover nature vs nurture, the making of a serial killer, 
what makes a victim and prevention.

Key Assessments

> Murder Myster y report

> Nature	vs	Nurture	
Research Poster

> Case Study of  a 
Psychopath

Costs

$10
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GENERAL ELECTIVES:
 CSI	HGC	-	Introducing	Forensic	Science
The gathering and analysis of evidence is fundamental to successfully solving a crime. 
Forensic science techniques are used extensively in police, customs and insurance 
investigations. Each forensic investigation is a puzzle where the first steps involve 

the identification and quantification of a wide 
variety of substances. This course examines 
the role of interdisciplinary scientific inquiry 
in criminal investigations and introduces the 
most commonly used analytical techniques 
in forensic science. Beginning with Rookie 
training crime scene and eyewitness basics, 
students’ progress to examining physical evidence such as fingerprints, 
hairs and fibers, and chromatography. Through case studies and hands-
on experiences, students will learn methods for the analysis of chemical 
and biological materials (including DNA, blood, paint, dust, gun shot 
residues and documents) and investigate their use in the examination 
and interrogation of the evidence of crime.

Key Assessments

> Practical  reports

> Research	 investigation

> Excursion report

Costs

$20
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: eSports
Students will investigate the development of one 
of the largest sports in the world, eSports. They will 
develop their communication skills, teamwork, game 
knowledge and media skills, as they participate in the 
fastest growing sports area on earth. This subject is 
not about sitting around playing games, it is about 
developing the skills and knowledge required to train, 
study, and compete as an elite sports person. 
It is a requirement of this elective that students are 
able to attend training outside of regular school hours 
(Tuesday Evenings 3-6pm TBC).
Students investigate various eSports and teams, 
learning about the games, competitive play, and social 
media presence. As student teams develop their own 
branding and media presence, the practice towards 
competing in inter-school eSports tournaments at the 
end of each Term. This is a very interesting opportunity, 
one that is unique to HGC.

Key Assessments

> Personal  and Team 
Development

> Social  Media design and 
Communication Portfol io

> Designing and streaming 
a	micro-tournament	at	
HGC

Costs

$10 0
Students  wi l l  have the 

oppor tunity  to  visit  excursions at 
additional  costs
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Film	vs.	Book	-	who	did	it	better?
Students read and watch popular texts, studying both the 
film and novel. 
Students analyse the elements of text constructions, 
characterisation and themes and enter into a debate around 
which version is better.
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Costs

$30
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: HGC Elite
In this elective subject, students will have the opportunity to develop 
their knowledge and understanding of elite sporting techniques and 
tactics through a variety of theory and practical lessons. Students 
will investigate areas of training and fitness, sports psychology, 
energy systems and the biomechanical principles involved in 
sporting activities.They will study the physical conditioning needed 
to be elite in a variety of sports and the mental attitude, focus and 
commitment needed to be the best. Students will undertake a series 
of physical conditioning sessions with the assistance of the HGCFit, 
complete training session with a focus on building both aerobic and 
anaerobic fitness levels, resistance & load bearing exercise and cycle 
training. They will be developing their understanding of a variety of 
dieting techniques and nutrition principles setting themselves up 
for healthy lifelong habits.

Key Assessments

> Practical  per formance

> Elite athlete research 
project

> Training Journal

> Nutrit ion

Costs

$30
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: History Mysteries
Have you ever wondered who Jack the Ripper actually was? 
Did the Prince’s in the tower really just disappear? And what 
about the lost Romanov princess Anastasia? 
In this subject, you will investigate the great mysteries of 
History. These will include Jack the Ripper, Princes in the 
Tower, 1959 Moon Landing and many more. 
You will delve into the history of the time, search through the 
evidence and make your own judgements about whether or 
not the mystery is fact or fiction.
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Costs

$10

Key Assessments

> Research Project 

> Conspiracy Creation 
Project

> Historical  Interpretations 
Test
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Inside Health
This subject will look at the human body from a health 
perspective. It will investigate how the body changes and 
develops as it moves through the different stages of the lifespan. 
It will look at Health topics such as human development, 
nutrition, agencies involved in health promotion and specific 
health issues throughout the lifespan. As well as having a strong 
impact on students and their ability to reflect on contemporary 
health issues, this subject is designed to prepare students for a 
successful pathway into VCE Health and Human Development. 
It would suit students who are interested in a future career 
pathway in health science, sports science, human movement, 
teaching, health promotion, nutrition or as a dietician.

Key Assessments

> Greed	vs	Need	(Analysing	
the foods we consume in 
relation to recommended 
dai ly  intakes)

> Podcast (campaign to 
bring awareness to the 
public  about the foods 
we eat and the i l lnesses 
that can occur)

Costs

$20
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Journalism

Are you interested in becoming a journalist? Are you intrigued by the way 
news is presented on TV versus online?
Journalism has changed in the 21st century with the rise of the internet. In 
this elective subject, we will explore and discuss how journalism operates 
in the 21st century; exploring the questions of reliability in modern internet 
media and how opinions and perspectives appear within the different forms 
of journalism. 
This subject has a strong focus in Digital Media and English as students will 
create written news articles, create and layout websites/print media, and 
create newscasts to support their writing.
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Key Assessments

> Creation of  HGC News 
ar ticles/contributions to 
the Year Book.

> Portfol io of  news types 
including	news	ar ticle,	
video	news	report 	and	
layout of  ar ticles .

Costs

$10
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Let’s get Psyched!
This elective subject will focus on studying human behaviour 
and mental processes. 
Students will look at the different fields of psychology including 
sport psychology, mental health and intelligence. 
Students begin by examining sport psychology and how 
sport psychologists help athletes reach peak performance. 
Students then begin to look at mental health, including the 
stigma surrounding mental health and ways that psychologists 
diagnose and treat mental health. 
Lastly students move into the field of intelligence, comparing 
various intelligence theories.

Key Assessments

> Sport  Psychology

> Mental  Health 
Investigation

> Comparison of 
intel l igence theories

Costs

$10
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Mythology
Language and stories in our world have an origin. 
Each day, we read articles, narratives, poetry; we also write 
essays, editorials, scripts, but do you ever think about where 
the words that we use come from? 
In this course, students will explore the origin of our words 
from Greek and Latin cultures. Students will read and analyze 
myths, such as The Odyssey, The Iliad, and stories, such as 
Arachne, Narcissus, Hercules, and many more. These myths 
have been retold in classic and modern literature - we will 
highlight the interest in the stories and how they have come 
to shape so many others. In addition, students will examine 
Greek and Latin backgrounds of the base (root) words, along 
with prefixes and suffixes and how words are combined to 
make new meanings. 
Your vocabulary will improve and the ability to analyse 
words in context will be stronger. This course will involve reading, writing, project-based activities and classroom 
discussions.

Key Assessments

> Practical  reports

> Research	 investigation

Costs

$10
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Personal Training
This elective is suited to those people who are motivated, want 
to participate in high intensity workouts and for those that are 
prepared to change themselves and others. In this elective students 
will learn how to develop a fitness program to develop their own 
cardiovascular fitness, general health and wellbeing. They may also 
include skills, drills and activities to increase their skill level and 
fitness for any sport of their choosing. The students will develop 
their skills towards becoming a personal trainer. These skills will 
support the student’s physical fitness and psychological well being. 
Students also investigate professional athletes and their training 
methods to see how they can implement them in their own training. 
Students are expected to fully participate in both the theory, and 
the practical elements, which include high intensity workouts. 

Key Assessments

> Practical  Reports

> Research	Investigation

> Program Design

Costs

$30
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Podcast Pro
Students would develop their own segment to be 
presented on a podcast, or develop their own podcast 
show. 
They would consider the features and conventions of 
podcasting such as narrative, setting and structure in 
order to create their final product for their assessment.

Costs

$10
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: This Girl Can
This Girl Can is a girls only class developed to get girls active and healthy. The elective will explore the physical, 
social and mental health benefits of physical activity, while also discussing the health risks associated with physical 
inactivity. The girls will analyse their physical activity levels in reference to the Australian Physical Activity and 
Sedentary behaviour guidelines and discover ways to overcome barriers to participation in physical activity. The 
girls will research the myths surrounding exercise and diet. 
They will also explore body image and the media’s portrayal of 
what health looks like. Students will learn about nutrition and 
investigate the factors that influence food choices. Within the 
elective, the girls will participate in a range of theatrical and 
practical activities including gym classes (boxing, spin class, 
pilates), walks around the local community (supermarket, 
McDonalds), relaxation sessions and self defence classes. This 
Girl Can students will not only learn about physical activity and 
health but develop greater independence in making informed 
decisions to live healthy and fulfilling lives. This Girl Can is a 
celebration of girls who are doing their thing no matter how 
well they do it, how they look or even how red their face gets. 
We need your sweat, red faces and giggles. There is really 
nothing to lose, try something new!

Key Assessments

> Design	an	 init iative	or	
program to get others 
active.	

> Body Image 
Advertisement

> Written Test

Costs

$50

Includes: 
Guest  instructors , 
HGCFit  Gym use , 
pr inted booklets
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Underwater World
Underwater World takes students on a journey of discovery of life on and under our world’s oceans and waterways. 
The program will focus on investigating the physiology (form and function) of a range of marine organisms; from 
the smallest plankton to the largest whale. Through weekly, hands on practical work including dissections, digital 
media, scientific analysis and aquaria, students will learn to handle marine specimens with care, make careful 
observations and analyse their findings scientifically. Underwater World aims to build confidence in the ability of 
each student, to carry out independent research on marine plants and animals and build an appreciation of the 
state of our marine and coastal environments. Students investigate human impacts biodiversity in our oceans and 
waterways and strategies to protect and conserve these environments for the future. Underwater World is also 
expected to include weekly laboratory time, an excursion and will enable students to develop their collaborative 
skills in groups tasks and independent research and critical thinking skills.

Key Assessments

> Vertebrate	vs	
invertebrate	marine	
organisms research 
investigation

> Squid dissection 
laborator y report

> Human impacts on 
oceans and water ways 
research project

Costs

$10
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GENERAL ELECTIVES: Smellbourne: The Dark Side of our City
How much do you really know about the city you live in? 
Dive into the dodgier, darker side of one of the most livable 
cities in the world, and Australia’s first National Capital City! 
Massacres, Murders, Madhouses, Music and Mayhem! 
Who were the real heroes and villians through Melbourne’s 
History? John Batman? William Barrak? Ned Kelly? Squizzy 
Taylor? Peter Lalor? Wild mad William Buckley? 
What secrets lie beneath the Queen Victoria Market? 
Unpack the origins of AFL, and what was it like to live in 
Melbourne’s city slums?
Why was it that Melbourne was once know as Smellbourne, 
but also one of the wealthiest cities in the world? Discover 
some of the events that shaped Melbourne into the city we 
live in today!

Costs

$30
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LANGUAGE

Language is an important part of the DNA of Hazel Glen College.  With so many 
exciting electives on offer, it was a difficult decision for many students to choose 
a language. To support this we are going to approach Language in a unique way.
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LANGUAGE: 
Language is an important pillar of the structure of Hazel Glen College. In 2022 the College is offering Mandarin 
and Italian as a full year study as part of the elective block. As this will take two of the elective units, students 
who study a language will be given preference to choose any elective subjects that they wish to study.

Mandarin
Through this study students develop an understanding of the language, social structures, traditions and 
contemporary cultural practices of diverse Chinese-speaking communities. 
They extend their study of the Chinese language, develop the skills to critically analyse different aspects of the 
cultures of Chinese-speaking peoples and their communities, and gain insight into the connections between 
Chinese language and Chinese culture.
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Costs

$70
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LANGUAGE:

Italian Semester 1: Buon Viaggio!
In this subject, students will have the opportunity to continue developing their language skills (speaking, listening, 
reading and writing) in Italian by focusing on key vocabulary and topics that will be useful if travelling, working, 
studying or living in Italy! In this class, students will study vocabulary and grammar to get through daily life in 
Italy and learn about the lifestyle and culture of this historic nation. 
Vocabulary and grammar will be taught in a communicative manner, through listening and speaking exercises 
and reinforced through games, role plays, reading and writing short texts - all in the target language.Students will 
also have the opportunity to listen to guest speakers and participate in excursions. 
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Costs

$10

Italian Semester 2: Holy Cannoli! 
In this subject, students will have the opportunity to continue developing their language skills (speaking, listening, 
reading and writing) in Italian through a range of immersive interactive activities , while looking at different areas 
of study such as food, sports and health, technology and the environment. 
Vocabulary and grammar will be taught in a communicative manner, through listening and speaking exercises 
and reinforced through games, role plays, reading and writing short texts - all in the target language.Students will 
also have the opportunity to listen to guest speakers and participate in excursions.  

Costs

$10
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ABORIGINAL STUDIES

Hazel Glen College has developed a close relationship with an Aboriginal 
Community in the north of Western Australia. Billiluna is the home of the 
Tjurabalan People and we are very privileged to be welcomed onto their land.
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ABORIGINAL STUDIES

This subject is compulsory for all students visiting Billiluna in Semester 
2 and will be run in Period 6 on Monday 3:15-4:00pm. 
Celebrating the fact that the oldest continuing culture is right here in 
Australia, this subject will introduce you to the richness of Indigenous 
Australia. You will learn about language groups, traditional knowledge, 
kinship systems and creation stories. But perhaps most importantly, 
you will learn that Australia’s indigenous population continue to be 
strong, rich and diverse.

Key Assessments
> Research tasks on 

the	social 	structure,	

language and geography.

> Development	plan	around	

the tour to Bil l i luna
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